
Science at Home: Make a Cloud in a Jar 
Learn about weather with some activities that make science at home fun. Clouds are interesting and 

mysterious to kids. What are they made of? How do they form? Make a cloud in a jar to show the 

process. 

 

Make a Cloud in a Jar 
Materials: 

• glass jar 

• lid to the glass jar or small bowl/plate to cover the jar 

• hot water 

• ice 

• air freshener, hairspray, or other aerosol spray 

Instructions: 

**Use caution when dealing with hot liquids and containers. An adult should pour the hot water. 

1. Warm up the glass jar by rinsing it with warm tap water. 

2. Add about 1-2 inches of hot water to the glass jar. {I tried using hot tap water. The water 

temperature was about 115 °F. This water temperature did not make a cloud for us. I heated the 

water in a tea pot and waited until it was bubbling – before it whistled. The water temperature 

was about 145 °F. Cooler temperatures of about 130 °F worked for us, too.} 

3. Put ice in a small bowl/plate/or upside down jar lid and place the bowl on top of the glass jar. 
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4. Add a quick spray of air freshener or hairspray to the jar. Lift the ice bowl, spray, and quickly 

replace the bowl. {Try to spray the air freshener or hairspray into the middle of the jar. If you hit 

the side of the jar, a cloud might not form.} 

5. A cloud will form inside the jar as soon as you place the bowl of ice on top. 

 
 

6. Lift the bowl of ice and let the cloud escape. What does it feel like? 

 
I completed all of the above steps myself. Aiden just watched. If you are comfortable with it, older 

children may be able to lift and replace the bowl of ice or spray the air freshener/hairspray. 

The Science Behind It 

Clouds in the atmosphere form in a very similar way as our cloud in the jar. First, clouds need water 

vapor. This was provided as the hot water evaporated into the jar. Next, clouds need cooling. As the 

water vapor rises, the air in the atmosphere is cooler. This causes the water vapor to condense. The 

last thing a cloud needs to form is a surface to condense upon. Small particles called cloud 

condensation nucluei fill this role. In the atmosphere, these particles could be dust, smoke, air 

pollution, soot, sea salt, sulfate, and more. In our cloud jar, the aerosol spray served as the cloud 

condensation nuclei. 
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